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UPEC : University of Paris-Est Créteil
L’Ecole Internationale d’Etudes Politiques (EEP) in Fontainebleau

40 mn from Paris center by train
Master d’Etudes Européennes et Internationales
Master of International and European Studies

Parcours Action Humanitaire (AHI)

International Humanitarian Action track

■ Raphaëlle Parizet (Coordinator)
  Raphaelle.parizet@u-pec.fr
■ Nathalie Ringenbach (Administrator)
  nathalie.kerherve@u-pec.fr
■ Programme in French

Parcours Etudes Socio-Politiques de la Globalisation (ESPG)
Socio-political study of globalization track

■ Emilie Frenkiel (Coordinator)
  Emilie.frenkiel@u-pec.fr
■ Nathalie Ringenbach (Administrator)
  nathalie.kerherve@u-pec.fr
■ Programme in English and French
Details of the Programme

- Second year (M2), from January to April in Fontainebleau

- Diversity of students’ profiles (coming from political science, sociology, social sciences, law, economics...)

- A pluridisciplinary training with a major in political science (+ sociology, economics, law)

- Internships are mandatory for UPEC students

- Many supervised collective projects
Specific features of each track

AHI
- In French
- Theoretical and Practical training
- A concern for ethical issues
- Teaching by practitioners of international solidarity, NGOs (networking)
- A simulation module (build a collective project on a real case study)

ESPG
- In French and English
- Globalization as a « provincialization » of Europe
- Teaching by practitioners of the Civic Tech world, of participative democracy, from different regions of the world.
- Organisation and participation in civil conventions, hackathons...